METEOR ORDER FORM

PRICE

QTY

AMOUNT

VOLUME 1 - Start Your Engines!
When monster truck Bigfoot returns to his hometown with his wife, Rosa, to raise their kids,
Little Tow and Zooey, they discover a lot of things have changed. Little Tow's classmates have
all sorts of space-age gadgets...especially a young moon buggy monster truck named Meteor!
But one thing hasn't changed in Bigfoot's hometown: good, old-fashioned family values. Join
Meteor and his monster truck friends in Start Your Engines! as they hit the road in six actionpacked episodes! There's a lot of racing going on when Meteor and Little Tow try to keep up
with their new ATV friends. Then Little Tow learns the importance of telling the truth, while
Meteor learns about responsibility. And Bigfoot and Rosie show the trucks that things aren't so
scary if you know a little about them.

$12.95

$

$12.95

$

$12.95

$

$14.99

$

$14.99

$

$4.99

$

$1.99

$

VOLUME 2 - Let's Go, Go, Go!
When monster truck Bigfoot returns to his hometown with his wife, Rosa, to raise their kids,
Little Tow and Zooey, they discover a lot of things have changed. Little Tow's classmates have
all sorts of space-age gadgets...especially a young moon buggy monster truck named Meteor!
But one thing hasn't changed in Bigfoot's hometown: good, old-fashioned family values.
Everyone's on the move in the six fun-filled episodes of Let's Go, Go, Go! Join Meteor and his
monster truck friends as they learn how to be a good sport, what it's like to be someone's hero,
and the importance of never giving up. Then go on an adventure as the monster truck friends
explore a restricted area of the car lot, learn a valuable lesson at school, and face their fears!
C'mon, let's go, go, go!

VOLUME 3 - Shifting Gears
When monster truck Bigfoot returns to his hometown with his wife, Rosa, to raise their kids,
Little Tow and Zooey, they discover a lot of things have changed. Little Tow's classmates have
all sorts of space-age gadgets...especially a young moon buggy monster truck named Meteor!
But one thing hasn't changed in Bigfoot's hometown: good, old-fashioned family values. In
Shifting Gears, Meteor and his monster truck friends learn the importance of talking and
listening to each other in six exciting, action-filled episodes. Little Tow also discovers how
listening in on other's conversations can cause major confusion; Meteor learns the value of his
grandpa's stories about the past; and Little Tow and Meteor talk about some of the times they
got into trouble. From the start to the finish line, everyone is on the move!

Fast Friends T-Shirt
Meteor, Junkboy, Pony, Little Tow and Sarge all love to race, but no matter who gets the
checked flag first, they always finish the race as fast friends.
Silk-screened heavy cotton t.
Color: Red (only)

Blast Off T-Shirt
Blast off for fun with Meteor as he races ahead of the pack, leaving Junkboy, Pony, Jose and
Little Tow in a cloud of dust on this silk-screened heavy cotton t.
Color: Navy (only)
100% Cotton pre-shrunk

Fast Friends Cup with Removable Lid and Straw
Fuel up with your favorite beverage and your favorite friends: Meteor, Little Tow, Pony and
Junkboy!
This 9 ounce red plastic cup with removable white lid and straw with cap is perfect for the
child who is always on the Go! Go! Go!
Dishwasher Safe (top rack)

Five Mighty Characters Temporary Rub-On Tattoo Sheet
Get ready to Wreck and Roll with Fanstinkintastic rub-on temporary tattoos of some of your

favorite characters!
One 4 x 6 inch sheet of tattoos comes with five mighty characters; Meteor, Bigfoot, Little Tow,
Junkboy and Pony. Each tattoo measures approximately 1 x 1 inch in diameter or larger.
Perfect as a party favor, for your own monster truck rally or just playing around with your
friends!

Poster
Put yourself right in the action with this super detailed print as Meteor jumps over all of his
favorite monster truck friends!
11 x 17 inches and is printed on heavyweight glossy stock.

$6.99

$

$7.99

$

Meteor Coloring Pennant
Meteor needs help coloring his pennant for his big upcoming race with his friends!
This white felt pennant is 8 x 18 inches and comes with a pack of 4 sewn-on crayons.

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: Brandissimo! Inc
SEND TO:
Brandissimo! Inc.
16530 Ventura Blvd
Suite 500
Encino, CA 91436
All orders are shipped within 24 hours of receiving the order. If you have
any questions regarding your order, please contact
sales@meteorthemonstertruck.com
US SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHART
NUMBER OF ITEMS
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1 thru 5
$6.99

6 thru 10
$9.99

STATE
PHONE

11 thru 15
$15.99

16 thru 20
$19.96

SUBTOTAL

$

CALIFORNIA
RESIDENTS ADD 9.25%
SALES TAX

$

ADD SHIPPING
(SEE SHIPPING
CHART)
GRAND TOTAL
21 thru 25
$24.95

ZIP

$
$

